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of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, CanadaABSTRACT A detailed understanding of the kinetics of DNA motion though nanometer-scale pores is important for the
successful development of many of the proposed next-generation rapid DNA sequencing and analysis methods. Many of these
approaches require DNA motion through nanopores to be slowed by several orders of magnitude from its native translocation
velocity so that the translocation times for individual nucleotides fall within practical timescales for detection. With the increased
dwell time of DNA in the pore, DNA-pore interactions begin to play an increasingly important role in translocation kinetics. In
previous work, we and others observed that when the DNA dwell time in the pore is substantial (>1 ms), DNA motion in a-hemo-
lysin (a-HL) pores leads to nonexponential kinetics in the escape of DNA out of the pore. Here we show that a three-state model
for DNA escape, involving stochastic binding interactions of DNA with the pore, accurately reproduces the experimental data. In
addition, we investigate the sequence dependence of the DNA escape process and show that the interaction strength of adenine
with a-HL is substantially lower relative to cytosine. Our results indicate a difference in the process by which DNAmoves through
an a-HL nanopore when the motion is fast (microsecond timescale) as compared with when it is slow (millisecond timescale) and
strongly influenced by DNA-pore interactions of the kind reported here. We also show the ability of wild-type a-HL to detect and
distinguish between 5-methylcytosine and cytosine based on differences in the absolute ionic current through the pore in the
presence of these two nucleotides. The results we present here regarding sequence-dependent (and dwell-time-dependent)
DNA-pore interaction kinetics will have important implications for the design of methods for DNA analysis through reduced-
velocity motion in nanopores.INTRODUCTIONMany of the proposed next-generation rapid DNA sequenc-
ing and analysis methods involve the characterization of
individual DNA molecules as they are electrophoretically
driven through a nanopore. The success of these methods,
however, is limited by the rapid passage of DNA through
the pore (~1–20 ms per nucleotide (1)), which requires high
detection bandwidth (>1 MHz) and signal/noise ratios
beyond the capabilities of current instrumentation (1–5).
Consequently, a number of groups have explored methods
to slow the translocation of DNA through both organic and
synthetic nanopores to allow for a longer dwell time of indi-
vidual bases in the pore, enabling longer integration times to
achieve single-nucleotide sequence resolution (3,4,6,7). As
the dwell time of DNA in the pore increases, DNA-pore
interactions begin to play an increasingly important role in
translocation kinetics. The understanding, and possible
exploitation of, these interactions is crucial in the design of
DNA analysis methods that lead to long dwell time of DNA
in pores (1,8,9). In previous work, we and others observed
that when the DNA dwell time in the pore is substantial
(>1 ms), DNA motion in a-hemolysin (a-HL) pores leads
to nonexponential kinetics in escape of DNA out of the
pore (as evidenced by the distribution of first passage timesSubmitted December 20, 2010, and accepted for publication May 5, 2011.
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0006-3495/11/06/2974/7 $2.00for escape) (8,10,11). Here, we adapt a three-state model of
DNA escape that involves stochastic binding events of
DNA to the pore, and show that it accurately reproduces
the experimental data. We also present results regarding the
effects of sequencevariation onDNAescape fromananopore
by comparing the escape kinetics of a homopolymer of cyto-
sine with a homopolymer of adenine, and show that the DNA
sequence plays an important role in governing DNA-pore
interactions and escape kinetics. In similarity to our previous
work (12), we performed DNA escape experiments with
multiple a-HL pores in parallel. By conducting synchronous
parallel single-molecule measurements, we can significantly
reduce the time required to acquire statistically relevant data
by an amount proportional to the number of pores, and thus
obtain high-quality data with only a few measurements, as
compared with hundreds of consecutive single-molecule
measurements. Our results show that the interaction strength
of adenine with a-HL is substantially lower relative to cyto-
sine, demonstrating the highly sequence-dependent nature of
long-dwell-time motion of DNA through a nanopore. Lastly,
we discuss the effect on poly-dC escape kinetics upon substi-
tution of a subsection of its bases with 5-methylcytosine.
Although we observe no change in kinetics beyond the error
bars of our measurements, we show that discrimination
between 5-methylcytosine and cytosine can be achieved
based on differences in the absolute ionic current through
wild-type a-HL. This differs from previous studies thatdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.05.007
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same method with mutant a-HL (13,14).MATERIALS AND METHODS
Following the method of Tropini and Marziali (12), we performed DNA
escape experiments using multiple a-HL nanopores in parallel. We electro-
phoretically inserted single-strandedDNA (ssDNA)molecules, each coupled
to avidin, into a-HL nanopores (one DNA molecule per pore) and subse-
quently allowed them to thermally escape against an applied electric potential
(Fig. 1). The a-HL pores were formed using a method adapted from that of
Akeson et al. (15). Briefly, a black lipid membrane of 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (Avanti, Alabaster, AL) and hexadecene
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was formed across a 25-mm PTFE aperture
connecting two baths filled with a 1MKCl, 10 mMHEPES, pH 8.0 solution.
Details regarding the lipid bilayer formation and data collection are described
elsewhere (16,17). An Axon Axopatch 200B patch-clamp amplifier (Molec-
ularDevices, Sunnyvale, CA)was used tomeasure the ionic current. The data
were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz by a four-pole Bessel filter and sampled at
100 kHz. Unless otherwise stated, DNA oligomers were synthesized by Inte-
grated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA) to be 27 nucleotides in length
(approximately the full length of a-HL (8)), single-stranded, biotinylated at
the 50 end, and coupled to avidin (all oligomers were purified by high-perfor-
mance liquid chromatography). For our purposes, these complexes are
referred to as probes. The probes used in this work included a homopolymer
of adenine (dA27) and a homopolymer of cytosine (dC27). DNA escape
experiments were conducted with 50–100 pores incorporated into the bilayer
by injection of free subunits into solution,which subsequently self-assembled
into heptameric, membrane-spanning pores. We confirmed the number of
pores by applying a þ100 mVelectric potential across the membrane (trans
side positive) and observing the stepwise increase in the current (~97 pA
per pore), indicative of single pore incorporations in the bilayer. Probes
were driven into the cis side of the a-HL nanopores (Fig. 1, inset) by applica-
tion of aþ150 mVelectric potential across the bilayer for 15 s, at which time
>95% of the pores had ssDNA trapped within them (calculated based on theFIGURE 1 Multi-nanopore DNA escape. Application of a capture
voltage (þ150 mV) leads to the capture and trapping of probes, resulting
in gradual blockage of the pores and a decrease in the ionic current. After
sufficient time to allow for>95% of the pores to be filled (each with a single
DNA molecule), the voltage is reduced to the escape potential (þ65 mV
shown), allowing for thermally activated escape of DNA from the pore
against the electrostatic energy barrier. After sufficient time for >99% of
the probes to escape from the pore, the voltage is then reduced to a large
negative potential (100 mV shown), forcing any remaining probes out
of the pore, followed by a return to 0 mV for ~1 s and a return to the escape
voltage (þ65 mV shown) for ~0.5 s to determine Ifinal. The current through
the pore as a function of time during escape is used to determine the likeli-
hood that DNAwill be in the pore at time t upon application of the escape
potential (i.e., the survival probability of DNA in the pore during escape).single-pore IV curves for an open and DNA-occupied pore (12)). Avidin acts
as an anchor preventing the translocation of DNA, thus ensuring that DNA
exits on the cis side of the pore. Note that atþ150mV the likelihood of disso-
ciating the biotin-avidin complex is extremely low (18). The electric potential
was subsequently reduced to the escape potential (þ65 mV or þ75 mV)
for 15 s (which is ~5000 times the characteristic timescale for escape from
a-HL for dA27 at þ65 mV; Table 1). A typical parallel single-molecule
current trace of escape events is shown in Fig. 1. From the raw current trace
during thermal escape, we determined the survival probability (i.e., the likeli-
hood that aDNAmoleculewill still be present in the pore at time t upon appli-
cation of the escape potential) as a function of time, Ps(t), specifically
PsðtÞ ¼ 1 IðtÞ  I0
Ifinal  I0; (1)
where I(t) is the total ionic current through all pores at time t during escape, I0
is the total current through the pores at the onset of escape (t¼ 0), and Ifinal is
the total open-channel current through all pores at the escapevoltage. I0must
be calculated because its value is lost in the capacitive current spike that
ensues when the voltage is changed from the capture potential (þ150 mV)
to the escape potential. However, it can be calculated from the a-HL IV
curves (12), the total number of pores, and the total current through all pores
just before the escape process is initiated. Ifinal is determined empirically at
the end of the cycle of voltages (Fig. 1). Refer to Jetha et al. (17) for further
details on how to calculate I0. To avoid the significant influence of current
noise when the number of occupied pores becomes small, only the first
95% of probe escapes are analyzed (i.e., to logPs(t) ~ 1.3). (We find that
the standard deviation (SD) in the total open channel current through all
pores is ~2% of the total current at 100 mV. In the case of 60 pores, this
amounts to an SD in the current of ~115 pA, which is equivalent to the
current through ~7 blocked pores (or ~1 open pore) at 100 mV.) Given
that the DNA escape experiments are performed with multiple pores in
parallel, and that probe molecules are present in solution on the cis side of
the pores, it is possible that during the escape process, ssDNA in solution
can be captured into empty (previously occupied) pores under the escape
potential. We find that this should have a negligible effect on the calculated
survival probability (Ps(t)) for dA27 at both þ65 mVand þ75 mV, and for
dC27 at þ65 mV. This is based on previously obtained capture rate data
for dC30 at þ65 mV (~0.0305/s per pore) and at þ75 mV (~0.064/s per
pore) (25), which were determined under roughly the same conditions
(e.g., salt concentration, DNA concentration, and temperature) used here.
For example, for 100 pores at a þ65 mV escape potential, this translates
into a capture rate of ~3/s. Atþ65mV, the data for dC27 are fit over an exper-
imental time of ~1.5 s (i.e., to logPs(t) ~1.3); therefore, a crude estimate for
the number of captures is ~5 during the experiment time. It should beTABLE 1 Best-fit kinetic rates for dA27 and dC27 atD65 mV
andD75mV applied escape potential as obtained from aMonte
Carlo simulation of the DNA escape model presented in Fig. 3










The binding rate (kb) and escape rate (ke) are both sequence-independent
quantities, whereas the maximum unbinding rate (ku max) is sequence-
dependent. The rate of unbinding is ~2–3 orders of magnitude higher in
the case of dA27 versus dC27, indicative of a weaker interaction with the
a-HL nanopore in the case of adenine relative to cytosine as shown in
Fig. 4 (see text for a discussion about the trend of decreasing rates with
increasing escape voltage). Rates obtained at þ75 mV involve fitting to
a partial dC27 data set. tescape is the timescale for escape obtained from
the Becquerel fit to the data as defined previously (8).
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all pores are open, which is not the case (i.e., at t ¼ 0, almost all pores
(>95%) are DNA-occupied). Therefore, the true number of expected
captures during the relevant portion of the experiment time (~1.5 s) is
expected to be much lower than 5 (a similar calculation can be carried out
for dA27 at þ65 mV and þ75 mV). In any case, an error bar of 5 pores in
the current decay does not affect our results and is comparable to our inherent
current noise. For dC27 at þ75 mV, however, it is possible that captures
during the escape process have an observable influence on the calculated
Ps(t), and that the þ75 mV data should be viewed with this in mind (i.e.,
the dC27 þ75 mV data are an upper limit on the survival probability and
likely overestimates the escape time). Given that our conclusions are
primarily based on þ65 mV data, however, this does not alter our conclu-
sions with respect to the sequence dependence of the escape probability.
To accurately determine the survival probability for any given polynucleo-
tide, 3000–10,000 single-molecule escape events are recorded.
To detect and differentiate between 5-methylcytosine and cytosine, we
electrophoretically trapped a probe molecule in a pore and recorded the
absolute ionic current that traversed the blocked pore for 1 s. Consequently,
these experiments were performed on a single pore, as opposed to multiple
pores as described above. We used two polynucleotides for comparison:
a homopolymer of cytosine (dC27) and a heteropolymer consisting of cyto-
sine and 5-methylcytosine (dCdmC27). Specifically nucleotides 10–14
(inclusive, measured from the 50 to 30 end) of dCdmC27 were 5-methylcy-
tosine, and the remaining nucleotides were cytosine. Bases 10–14 were
chosen to be methylated because it is likely, given the internal dimensions
of a-HL (19), that these nucleotides span the limiting aperture of a-HL
when the molecule is driven into and trapped in the pore. We expect the
greatest occlusion of the ionic current to occur at this location. Between
2000 and 3000 single-molecule capture events were recorded. Histograms
of the ionic current through the pore were then determined for both polynu-
cleotides. All experiments were performed at room temperature.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 shows the calculated survival probability versus time
for escape of dA27 and dC27 probes from a-HL at an escape
potential of þ65 mV. Consistent with previous observations
regarding the escape kinetics of poly-dA (8), the survivalBiophysical Journal 100(12) 2974–2980probability for both dA27 and dC27 decays as a power
law at long timescales (>~0.008 s in the case of dA27
and >~0.5 s for dC27).
The timescale for escape from the pore for dC27 is greater
by more than an order of magnitude relative to dA27 (Table
1), highlighting the highly sequence-dependent nature of
long-dwell-time motion of DNA through a nanopore. In a
previous study (8), we showed that an energy barrier height
(or activation energy) for escape that varies from one mole-
cule to the next leads to multiple escape timescales, thereby
yielding a nonexponential decay of the survival probability.
By fitting the survival probability to a suitable fitting function
and calculating its inverse Laplace transform, we showed
that the distribution of activation energies for escape resulting
from DNA-pore interactions (i.e., stochastic binding events
of DNA to the pore) can be determined. We also revealed
that spreads in the activation energy of ~2–3 kbT have
a profound impact on escape kinetics (8). As an extension
of that work, we now present a more detailed investigation
into probe-pore interactions and provide a physical model
to describe the long-dwell-timemotion ofDNA in nanopores,
which reveals how sequence affects the kinetics of motion.
Our model is a three-state model of the DNA escape process
that involves binding and sequence-dependent unbinding of
DNA to the nanopore. It is adapted from the model of Bates
et al. (10), in which DNA in the pore exists in either a free
state (i.e., not bound to the pore) or a bound state (i.e., bound
to the pore) and escapes from the pore from the free state
(Fig. 3). Both the escape rate and the binding rate are constant
in our model, whereas (in contrast to Bates et al. (10)) the
unbinding rate is a uniformly distributed random variable.
State SB in the model incorporates all possible bound states
of DNA to the pore. However, DNA conceivably can bind
to the pore in a variety of configurations with a correspondingFIGURE 2 Log-log plot of the survival proba-
bility versus time (þ65 mV escape voltage). The
survival probability ofDNA in the pore (upon appli-
cation of the escape potential) versus time for dA27
(>3000 single-molecule events) and dC27 (>5000
single-molecule events) at an escape voltage
of þ65 mV is shown. The large number of events
comprising each data set ensures that long-dwell-
time events are statistically significant. Also shown
are the corresponding fits to the data from the Bec-
querel, single-exponential, and three-state model
fits. In both cases (dA27 and dC27), the exponential
fit is a poor fitting function to the data. Although the
Becquerel decay law fits the dA27 data reasonably
well, it is a poor fitting function to the dC27 data.
In contrast, our three-state model fit forms an excel-
lent fit, particularly at long timescales, to both the
dA27 and dC27 data sets. All fits require four
parameters for two data sets (in the case of the expo-
nential fit, a prefactor is used, which is itself a free
parameter).
FIGURE 3 Model of the DNA escape process from nanometer-scale
pores. Model for the DNA escape process, adapted from Bates et al. (10),
where SF represents the free state of DNA (i.e., DNA not bound to the
pore), SB the bound state (i.e., when DNA is bound to the pore), and SE the
state in whichDNAhas escaped from the pore. Ourmodel invokes a constant
escape rate (ke) and binding rate (kb), and a uniformly distributed unbinding
rate (ku) ranging from 0 to ku max (i.e., ku ~ U(0, ku max)), where ku max is
a sequence-dependent rate (as opposed to the binding rate and escape rate,
which are both sequence-independent).
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unbinding), which can be accounted for by distributing the
unbinding rate. We find that a uniform distribution for the
unbinding rate reproduces both short- and long-time kinetics,
and is therefore a convenient choice for our model.
In addition to being distributed, the unbinding rate is also
sequence-dependent, being largely determined by the
binding strength of DNA to the pore, which is a function
of the specific nucleotide composition. The escape and
binding rates, however, are independent of sequence. The
electrostatic energy barrier for escape is determined by the
effective charge of the DNA backbone in the pore and
the electric potential applied across the pore, both of which
are sequence-independent. With respect to binding, we
expect this to be primarily a diffusive process, and therefore
unaffected by sequence. However, it should be emphasized
that a sequence-independent binding rate is a first-order
approximation, which ignores differences in nucleotide
size between purines and pyrimidines, and assumes that
sequence does not influence (or influences to second-order)
the diffusive properties of DNA in a confined volume.
Results from aMonte Carlo simulation of the DNA escape
process based on ourmodel are shown in Fig. 2 (details on the
simulation can be found in Appendix A). To fit both the dA27
and dC27 data sets simultaneously, the simulation requires
four parameters: ke, kb, ku max, dA, and ku max, dC (the escape
rate and binding rate are presumed to be the same for both
dA27 and dC27). As can be seen from the figure, the corre-
sponding fits obtained from the simulation are in good agree-
ment with both data sets at both short and (of more
importance) long timescales. These results support the
conclusion that DNA escape from the a-HL nanopore
involves stochastic binding interactions of DNA with the
pore, which can be modeled by a three-state model as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the corresponding
fits to the data for both the exponential and Becquerel decay
laws. The exponential and Becquerel fits contain the same
number of fitting parameters as our model to fit two data
sets (in the case of the exponential fit, a prefactor, which is
itself a free parameter, is used during fitting). The exponential
fit is a poor fitting function to both the dA27 and dC27 datasets, failing to reproduce the DNA escape data at long times.
With respect to theBecquerel fit, although it fits the dA27 data
well, it provides a poor fit to the dC27data. The corresponding
rates, determined from our simulation, are shown in Table 1
for escape at a þ65 mVand þ75 mVapplied potential. It is
interesting to note that all rates decrease with increasing
voltage. A decreasing escape rate with increasing voltage is
not surprising and is a result of a higher electrostatic energy
barrier for escape. We reason that a decreasing binding rate
with increasing voltage can be understood by considering
that the electric force acting on trapped DNA will tend to
stretch the polynucleotide, thus potentially hindering its
ability to adopt conformations that allow it to explore the inner
volume of the pore. This may translate into a reduced rate of
encounterwith binding sites in the pore, resulting in an overall
decrease in the binding rate. The reason for a decreasing
unbinding ratewith increasing voltage, however, is not imme-
diately clear and may be a result of the applied potential
affecting either the energy barrier or the attempt rate (kD in
the Arrhenius relationship) for unbinding (or both).
A distribution of kinetic rates (H(k)) yields a distribution
of activation energies (g(Eb)) (20,21). In this particular case,
a distribution of unbinding rates translates into a distribution
of activation energies for unbinding. The relationship
between H(k) and g(Eb) is expressed as
HðkÞdk ¼ gðEbÞdEb (2)
as derived by Austin et al. (21). The fundamental relation-
ship that relates the rate of transitioning from one state to
the next with the energy barrier height that separates the
two states is the Arrhenius relationship:





where kD is the attempt rate for barrier crossing, and t is the
timescale for state transitioning. Using Eqs. 2 and 3, we can
determine an expression for g(Eb):
gðEbÞ ¼ HðkÞk
KbT
¼ gðKbT ln ðtÞÞ; (4)
where Kb is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the absolute








¼ gðln ðtÞÞ: (5)
For a uniform distribution of unbinding rates (H(k)) along
the interval [0, ku max], we have
HðkÞ ¼ 1=ku max ¼ tu min
where tu min is the shortest timescale for unbinding. Thus,
gðlnðtÞÞ ¼ HðkÞ exp½lnðtÞ
¼ exp½ðlnðtÞ  lnðtu minÞÞ: (6)Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2974–2980
2978 Jetha et al.Fig. 4 shows the distribution of energy barrier heights for
unbinding (g(Eb/kbT)) for dA27 and dC27, at þ65 mV,
expressed as the distribution g(ln(t)). Without knowledge
of the attempt rate, kD, the absolute energy barrier height
cannot be directly determined. However, the random vari-
ables ln(t) and Eb/kbT are related by a constant, ln(tD)
(i.e., ln(t)  ln(tD) ¼ Eb/kbT, where tD ¼ 1/kD). Thus, sub-
tracting ln(td) from ln(t) simply shifts the location of the
distribution on the x axis while preserving its shape exactly.
Therefore, we can determine the relative differences in
energy barrier heights from g(ln(t)) even though we are
unable to determine the absolute activation energies. The
distribution g(ln(t)) (and thus g(Eb/kbT)) is a shifted expo-
nential distribution (Eq. 6), and is shifted by the logarithm
of the shortest timescale for unbinding (i.e., ln(tu min) ¼
ln(1/ku max)). Thus, in the case of g(ln(t)), timescales for
unbinding that are shorter than tu min are not possible.
In the case of the distribution of energy barrier heights,
g(Eb/kbT), the shift amount is the minimum energy barrier
height for unbinding (Eb min) for a given polynucleotide.
Thus energy barrier heights for unbinding that are smaller
thanEbmin are not possible (tu min andEbmin are related through
the Arrhenius relationship,tu min ¼ tD exp ðEbmin=KbTÞ). The
average energy barrier height for unbinding for dC27 is
~5.33 kbT higher (at þ65 mV) relative to dA27 (assuming
equal attempt rates, kD in the Arrhenius relationship, for both
dA27 and dC27), which implies that the binding strength of
adenine to the a-HL pore is substantially lower than that of
cytosine. It is interesting to note that the association constantBiophysical Journal 100(12) 2974–2980of cytosine for lysine at room temperature and neutral pH is
~10-fold greater than that of adenosine (22).Thus, it is possible
that a nucleotide-specific interaction with the ring of lysines
that forms the limiting aperture of a-HL may contribute to
the observed difference in unbinding energy/unbinding rate
between dA27 and dC27. Furtherwork involvingDNAescape
experiments with heteropolymers composed of various
proportions and configurations of cytosine and adenine, and/
or site-directed mutagenesis of a-HL may elucidate the role
that the lysines play in governing the kinetics of DNA escape.
At þ75 mV, the difference in the activation energy for
unbinding between dC27 and dA27 is ~6.28 kbT (distributions
not shown). We note here that the variability in the energy
barrier heights for unbinding for both dA27 and dC27
(as determined by the standard deviation of g(ln(t))) is 1 kbT
for both polynucleotides, independent of voltage and ku max,
which is a direct mathematical consequence of the assumption
that the distribution of unbinding rates is uniform.
Interestingly, our observation that poly-dA escapes from
a-HL faster than poly-dC is the opposite of what might be
expected based on ssDNA translocation studies through
a-HL. It has been shown that a homopolymerofpoly-dA trans-
locates more slowly than a homopolymer of poly-dC (23,24),
i.e., poly-dA moves through the a-HL pore more slowly
than poly-dC. On the basis of this finding, we would expect
dA27 to escape more slowly than dC27. This apparent contra-
diction highlights a fundamental difference between DNA
motion when the motion is fast (microsecond timescale in
translocation) versus when it is slow (millisecond timescale
during escape). The binding rate of DNA to the pore is in theFIGURE 4 Activation energy distribution (g(Eb/
kbT)) for unbinding from the pore expressed as
the distribution g(ln(t)) at an escape voltage
of þ65 mV. Shown are g(ln(t)) for both dA27
(dashed line) and dC27 (solid line). g(ln(t)) and
g(Eb/kbT) differ from each other only by their loca-
tion along the x axis (refer to text). The distribu-
tion, g(ln(t)), for both dA27 and dC27 is
a shifted exponential distribution (inset) shifted
by the logarithm of the shortest timescale for
unbinding (ln(tu min), where tu min ¼ 1/ku max). In
the case of g(Eb/kbT), the shift amount is the
minimum energy barrier height for unbinding.
Inset: The average energy barrier height for
unbinding is ~5.33 kbT higher for dC27 relative to
dA27, which suggests a greater binding interac-
tion/strength of cytosine to the a-HL pore relative
to adenine. The SD of each distribution is 1 kbT.
FIGURE 5 Histograms of the ionic current through a single a-HL pore
upon capture and trapping of the dC27 versus dCdmC27 polynucleotides.
Each histogram is comprised of >2000 single-molecule events. The histo-
grams are expressed as I/I0 and are normalized to the peak of the distribu-
tion (I0 is the open pore current; not shown). dC27 and dCdmC27 differ
only by the presence of 5-methylcytosine at bases 10–14 (inclusive,
measured from the 50 to 30 end) in the case of dCdmC27. Consistent with
previous studies (13,14), these results show that dmC occludes the ionic
current to a greater degree than does dC. However, in contrast to those
studies, the results show that unmodified, wild-type a-HL can distinguish
between dmC and dC by measurements of the blockage current alone.
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tides move through the pore in a timescale of 1–20 ms
(1,15,24), which is too fast for a given nucleotide to have
a reasonable likelihood of binding to the pore. Thus, in uncon-
trolled, high-speed translocation, the probability of binding is
unlikely, and the effects reported here should have a negligible
effect on the translocation process. However, when themotion
of DNA is slowed from microseconds to milliseconds, the
DNA-pore interactions reported here greatly influence how
DNA moves through the pore. Thus, we highlight a funda-
mental difference in theprocess bywhichDNAmoves through
ana-HL nanoporewhen themotion is fast (microsecond time-
scale) as compared to when it is slow (millisecond timescale)
and dominated by DNA-pore interactions of the kind reported
here.
In addition to investigating differences in DNA escape
kinetics (from a-HL pores) between poly-dA and poly-dC,
we also studied the effect on poly-dC escape kinetics upon
substitution of a subsection of its bases with 5-methylcytosine
(dmC). Todo this,we compared escapekinetics between dC27
and dCdmC27. Our results (not shown) were inconclusive.
Under the given experimental conditions, we could not detect
a difference in escape kinetics (based on the experimentally
derived survival probability curves for each polynucleotide)
between dC27 and dCdmC27 greater than the error bars on
ourmeasurements. Twomajor sources of error in ourmeasure-
ments are room temperature fluctuations ( 21Cþ3C1C) and
the experiment temperature drift over time (~0.023C/min),
both ofwhichwill have anobservable effect on escape kinetics
(the reported temperatures were measured with our current
experimental apparatus, which includes temperature control
to50.1C). It is possible thatwithmore-accurate temperature
control, some effect of methylation might be observed. Our
results indicate that the escape timescale for dCdmC27 lies
within the range of tescape ¼ 0.1405 s5 0.06 s at an escape
potential ofþ65 mV (0.1405 s being the timescale for escape
of dC27; Table 1). Although we were unable to reproducibly
detect a difference in escape kinetics between dC27 and
dCdmC27, we did notice a clear difference in the absolute
blockage current through the pore between the two polynucle-
otides (Fig. 5). Consistent with previous observations (13,14),
our results show that dmC tends to occlude the ionic current
to a greater degree than dC. These results demonstrate that
unmodified, wild-type a-HL can distinguish between dmC
and dC based on blockage current alone. This is in contrast
to previous explorations of this blockage current difference
(13,14) performed with the use of modified a-HL.CONCLUSIONS
We have presented detailed observations on the process
by which ssDNA moves through a nanometer-scale pore
when the DNA motion is slow compared with typical
DNA translocation velocities. Parallel observation of many
ssDNA escape events from a-HL over an electrostaticenergy barrier revealed that the escape kinetics are highly
sequence-dependent and nonexponential. The three-state
model presented here accurately reproduces our observed
data and thus characterizes the kinetic parameters governing
the DNA escape process. It also reveals details regarding the
sequence-dependent interaction energy of DNA with the
pore and provides information about the microscopic mech-
anism of long-dwell-time motion of DNA through nano-
pores. This study exposes a fundamental difference in the
dynamics of DNA motion through nanopores when the
motion is fast, as in DNA translocation, versus when it is
slow and governed by DNA-pore interactions of the kind
reported here. The proposed method and model can serve
as a template for characterizing the interactions between
biopolymers, such as DNA and RNA, with either organic
or solid-state nanopores. Our study provides deeper insight
into the process by which DNA moves through nanopores.
Understanding and modeling of this process will allow for
the appropriate design of DNA analysis and sequencing
methods that require long-dwell-time passage of DNA
through nanopores.APPENDIX A: DETAILS ON THE MONTE CARLO
SIMULATION OF THE THREE-STATE MODEL
FOR DNA ESCAPE
The three-state model for DNA escape (Fig. 3) models the escape of a single
DNA oligomer from a nanometer-scale pore. A single escape event begins
in the free state (SF) and ends upon entering the escape state (SE). The total
escape time (tesc) for a single event is given by the sum of the total dwell
time in the free state (tfree) and the total dwell time in the bound state
(tbound):Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2974–2980
2980 Jetha et al.tesc ¼ tfree þ tbound:
Both tfree and tbound are the sums of all the individual dwell times in the free









The individual dwell time in the free state (tf) is exponentially distributed
(i.e., the survival probability in the free state exhibits first-order kinetics)
with a transition rate out of the state given by the sum of the binding rate
(kb) and escape rate (ke):
f

tf ; ke þ kb
 ¼ ðke þ kbÞ expðke þ kbÞtf ; (7)
where f ðtf ; ke þ kbÞ is the individual dwell-time distribution in the free
state. The probability of entering the escape state (SE) after transitioning
out of the free state is given by
pE ¼ ke=ke þ kb:
The individual dwell time in the bound state (tb) is also exponentially
distributed with a rate, however, that is uniformly distributed along the
interval [0, ku max].
Thus, beginning in the free state, tf is drawn from the distribution given
by Eq. 7. To determine whether the DNA oligomer has entered the escape
state or the bound state, a uniform random variate along the interval [0, 1] is
generated. If this number is less than pE, the DNA oligomer has escaped
from the pore (i.e., it has entered the escape state). If the converse is true
(i.e., the number is greater than pE), then the oligomer has bound to the
pore (i.e., it has entered the bound state). In the bound state, a uniform
random variate representing the unbinding rate for that particular instance
is drawn; tb is then drawn from an exponential distribution with said
unbinding rate, thereby transitioning the system back to the free state.
The simulation continues until the oligomer transitions to the escape state,
at which point the total escape time (tesc) is determined and recorded.
The simulation is run N times, where N represents the total number of
DNA escape events (for the results presented here, N ¼ 32,000 for both
dC27 and dA27). From the generated escape time distribution, the survival
probability of DNA in the pore is then determined as outlined in Jetha
et al. (17).
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